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G R A M M A R 

There is a mistake in each statement (1-10) below. Underline each one and correct it in the 

space provided.  

 

1. It is the larger city in Europe with a population of over eight million. …............................... 

2. Although she is 80 but she still does a lot work in her flat. …................................................ 

3. The first May Day celebrated in England in 1890. …............................................................. 

4. The international working class made the one of May their day of solidarity. …..................... 

5. Many hundred years ago there were many villages and little towns in England. …............... 

6. The man that wife and family are away seems very lonely. …...............................................  

7. Every year more and more people try setting new and unusual records. …............................ 

8. The pool were actually 15 metres long. …............................................................................... 

9. The heavy rain made it possible for us to have our picnic. …................................................. 

10. Why did all the customers at the Red Lion have to pay of their beer that week? …............... 

 

Fill the blanks below with either the or x.  

11. I don`t watch ….......... television much but I read a lot of books. 

12.  It hasn`t rained for weeks so …........... ground is very dry and hard.  

13.  Ben listens to …......... radio every morning while he has breakfast.  

14.  I am staying in …........... Room 7. Please call me when you arrive at the hotel.  

15.  Susan always phones home at …......... same time every week. 

 

                                                                                                            Total …............ / 15 pts 
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V O C A B U L A R Y 

Match the words (a–j) to their correct definitions (1–13). There are three extra definitions. 

Write your answer (numbers) in the spaces provided under the words.  

 

a) PRAM 

 

…........ 

b) PRESENTER 

 

….......... 

c) NUMBER 

PLATE 

….......... 

d) MINCEMEAT 

 

…......... 

e) TAKEAWAY 

 

….......... 

f) TRAM 

 

…......... 

g) COACH 

 

…......... 

h) BOOT 

 

…........ 

i) FUNFAIR 

 

….......... 

j) ICING 

 

…......... 

 

 

1. the part of a car for your luggage 

2. a type of bus that works by electricity and moves along rails  

3. a mixture of dried fruit, nuts, sugar, etc.  

4. meat combined with a variety of spices and herbs 

5. a sweet mixture used for decorating cakes  

6. the sign that shows a particular combination of numbers and letters 

7. a person who introduces a television or radio programme 

8. a person who delivers presents 

9. a type of entertainment  

10.  a particular type of food that you can eat somewhere else  

11.  an event that is not real  

12.  a small vehicle on wheels pushed by a person on foot 

13.  a comfortable bus used for long journeys 

 

 

                                                                                                                         Total …......... / 10 pts 
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R E A D I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

Read the article carefully. There are two tasks to do. 

     Now, dealing with money is a big issue for all of us. 1. ….......  It’s important to learn how to 

deal with it when you’re a teen. UK teens receive on average £18 a week – that’s over 26 Euros. It 

includes everything – weekend jobs, presents from aunties, rewards for good exam results, etc.       

2. …........ Do you keep your money in a bank or in a shoe box in your wardrobe? 

   Seb says, “If you want to save money, then 3. …........  There’s nothing to spend your money on 

here!” 

   Jill, who lives in Belfast, says, “I’ve saved loads of money since I opened a bank account. I don`t 

want an empty account, so 4. …......... ” 

    Pete is a spender. As soon as he gets any money, it goes. He always spends more than he’s got 

and then he has to borrow from his parents or his sister. It’s a nightmare for him. He hasn’t tried 

cutting back on his spending because his mates are all buying stuff.  

    Can he earn money? It’s hard to get Saturday job. So many people apply for each one. 5. …......  

    Lilly says, “Try selling your old stuff on eBay. I made £50 last month!” That’s her advice to a 

spender. Is your wardrobe full of clothes that you are never going to wear again? 

 

There are five phrases (A-E) missing from the article. Put the letter of the phrase into the 

correct gap (1-5) in the article. 

A  It would be so great to have money every week. 

B   live in the country. 

C  I am really careful about spending money now. 

D  Are you a spender or a saver? 

E   Lots of adults get into trouble with money. 

 

According to the artickle, decide if the statement below are true (T) or false (F). Circle your 

answers. 

T / F  6. Most of the British teens earn or get the money. 

T / F  7. Living outside the cities is easier for spending money. 

T / F   8.  Adults can get into debt easily. 

T / F   9. Lending and borowing money between siblings is obvious. 

T / F   10. There is no good advice about the money. 

 

                                                                                                                  Total …............. / 10 pts   
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L I S T E N I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

(student) 

 

You will hear talking about Mark’s day. For each set (1-5) of three statements, choose one 

statement (A,B, or C) which best fits the information you hear. Circle it. There is only one 

correct answer in each set. 

 

1. Traders protected their: 

A) wares                       B) things                   C) cans 

2. Which of these was not mentioned: 

A) a milliner                 B) a barber               C) a baker 

3.  Women were gossiping about: 

A) weather                   B) brushing               C) washing 

4. Mark liked the rainy day: 

A) yes                          B) no                         C) not stated 

5. The men wanted to walk: 

A) to the Green             B) to the garden        C) to the market 

 

 

                                                                                                                       Total ….............. / 5 pts 
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